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TEAM NELSON
EARTHWORK & UTILITIES
Despite an unusual beginning,
this Seattle-area firm has
become an industry leader

Don Nelson,
President

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

Dear Valued Customer:

Brian Sheridan

High production and efﬁciency are your goals, and Komatsu shares those
goals. That’s why it continues to manufacture quality products that meet
or exceed emissions standards while maintaining, or even boosting, your
production and efﬁciency.
In this issue of your Modern Machinery Update magazine, you can
read about innovative Komatsu products that raise the bar when it comes
to increasing your uptime and material movement, while lowering your
owning and operating costs. At its recent Demo Days, Komatsu introduced
its new intelligent Machine Control (iMC) PC490LCi-11 excavator. It is
the world’s largest excavator with integrated control function and was
modeled after Komatsu’s iMC PC210LCi-10 excavator, which was the ﬁrst
of its kind. More about the PC490LCi-11 will be released soon.
Komatsu introduced the PC210LCi-10 early last year. It followed several
models of iMC dozers that Komatsu began rolling out a few years ago,
which feature factory-integrated GPS technology that gives operators
automatic blade control from rough-cut to ﬁnish grade. You can read about
the most recent iMC dozer, the D39i-24, in this issue, along with articles on
the new PC30MR-5 and PC35MR-5 excavators and the 931 harvester, the
ﬂagship machine of Komatsu’s new forestry family.
All Tier 4 Final construction-sized machines are backed by Komatsu
CARE, which covers scheduled maintenance for the ﬁrst three years or
2,000 hours. Our trained technicians perform the work at locations and
times convenient for you. We track the machines through KOMTRAX and
contact you when it’s time to schedule service. Our aim is to minimize or
avoid disruption to your production.

We share
your goals of
high production
and efﬁciency

Whether it’s Komatsu or another brand we carry, we have maintenance
plans available to take care of all your machinery. We can also work on
your competitive equipment. Talk to your product support representative
or your branch service manager to see how we can help.
If there’s anything we can do for you, please call or stop by one of our
branch locations.
Sincerely,
Modern Machinery

Brian Sheridan
President
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TEAM NELSON EARTHWORK & UTILITIES
Despite an unusual beginning, this Seattle-area firm
has become an industry leader
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Don Nelson,
President

Discover more at
ModernUpdate.com

Team Nelson was
recently at work on the
Sammamish Plateau
doing Phase 2 of the
115-lot Mystic Lake
subdivision.

Don Nelson is Founder and President of one
of the most successful earthwork and utilitycontracting companies in the greater Seattle
area, but it’s a business that may never have
existed. After graduating from high school,
Nelson spent two years in college before going
to Alaska to work construction. After nearly
a decade there, Nelson, at age 30, went back
to school to become an accountant. He took
classes at Seattle University for nine months
a year, and worked in Alaska the other three
months to pay for it. Eventually, he earned his
degree and went to work in public accounting.
“After a couple of years at my accounting
job, I took time off to study for the CPA
exam,” he recalled. “To take a break from
studying, I was doing some landscape work
around my house with a little dozer I owned,
and that’s when it hit me. I liked construction
more than accounting – and I could make a
lot more money at it. So I decided right then
to start my own construction company. I took
the CPA exam and never went back to my
accounting job.”

As one might expect, Nelson started small.
“I called a friend from my Alaska days, and he
told me about a job. I bid on it and won, so that
was my start,” he noted. “It was 1996 and in the
beginning, I was a one-man-band. I was my own
estimator/bidder, my own operator/laborer/
mechanic and my own bookkeeper. I never had
large dreams or expectations for the business.
I just wanted to make a decent living doing
something I liked.
“After about a year of 18-hour days and doing
everything myself, I hired a truck driver and a
short time later, an operator. That was difficult for
me because when I did the work myself, I was in
control of the final product. It was hard for me to
let go and trust somebody else to work under my
name, but I knew it had to be done. The business
just grew from there.”
Today, Team Nelson Earthwork & Utilities,
headquartered in Woodinville, Washington,
approximately 20 miles northeast of Seattle,
employs about 200 people and works throughout
Snohomish and King Counties. The company’s
specialty is land development – primarily
for subdivisions, apartment complexes and
commercial properties, such as strip malls and
big-box stores. Team Nelson performs grading,
utility and foundation work with its own
employees. It is now adding concrete curb and
gutter capabilities. It subs out clearing and paving.
People may not have heard of Team Nelson and
wonder why. It’s probably because the original
name of the company was Nelson & Sons. Nelson
called it that because, although his sons at the
time were very young, he thought there was a
good chance they might someday join him in the
business. In fact, his sons Dillon and Dalton both
work for the company, but ironically, the name
change to Team Nelson occurred shortly after they
came onboard.

V

A Team Nelson operator uses a Komatsu WA380 wheel
loader to pick up and deliver fill material.

VIDEO

Operator Robert Roach runs a Komatsu PC650LC-8, Team
Nelson’s largest excavator. “It’s comfortable, powerful, smooth and
well-balanced,” said Roach. “The PC650 is a good, all-around machine.”

VIDEO

Foreman Rick McGinnis compacts soil using this Komatsu
tight-tail-swing excavator. “I like our Komatsu equipment a lot,”
said McGinnis. “The excavators are outstanding.”

“When I started, I thought we might always
be a small, mom-and-pop type of operation,
exemplified by the name Nelson & Sons,”
Nelson explained. “But Team Nelson better
describes the larger, highly professional
company we have become. It also signifies
something that’s very important to me – a
team-oriented approach to getting the job
done. We have different crews and divisions,
but we all work together toward the same
goal – total customer satisfaction. I’m very
proud of the overall culture we’ve developed
at Team Nelson.”

Focus on customer satisfaction

“Keep the customer happy and everything
will flow from that. That customer will give you
more work. He tells others or others see what
you did, and they try you out. If you do well,
you’ve earned another customer. That’s how we
gained momentum and started to grow pretty
quickly in the late ’90s and early 2000s. Frankly,
at the time, I might have been growing too fast.
“A key turning point for me was hiring Senior
Estimator Eric Rathbone,” Nelson noted.
“Since then, bringing on the right people in key
positions has been a priority for me. Having
top-notch managers and foremen has been the
major factor in our success.”
In addition to Rathbone, key personnel include
Operations Manager Mike Gilbert, Equipment
Manager Rob Holden (who replaced Russ
Paulson when he retired) and Controller
Sharon Handran.
“Obviously, you don’t do it with only top
managers,” Nelson added. “We believe our field
personnel – foremen, operators and laborers –
are all equally important. I think everybody

V

Even when his company was small, Nelson
says customer satisfaction was his priority.

in our group feels a responsibility to everyone
else to do their jobs to the best of their abilities.
That’s the ‘team’ part of Team Nelson.”
The company has a commercial division that
does subdivisions and other large projects,
and a residential division that digs holes for
the individual houses. The Nelson Concrete
division pours the footings, and yet another
division, Nelson Flatwork, does patios, garages
and driveways as well as curb and gutter work.

Eric Rathbone,
Senior Estimator

“We’re a one-stop-shop for land development,”
Nelson explained. “We’ll take a project from
beginning to end and self-perform most of it.
Whatever we don’t do in-house, we turn over
to our highly reputable subs to ensure that the
owner receives a quality, turnkey project.
“That’s how we keep customers coming back
to Team Nelson. We always try to do what we
say. We start when we’re supposed to, we do
Continued . . .

Mike Gilbert,
Operations
Manager

Growth continues for Team Nelson
. . continued

the job right, and we finish on time and on
budget. If things don’t go perfectly, we take
responsibility and make it right.”

Komatsu equipment:
quality and value
Rob Holden,
Equipment
Manager

Sharon Handran,
Controller

Karen Manley,
Executive
Administrative
Assistant

The recession of 2008/2009 had a significant
impact on Team Nelson’s equipment fleet
and philosophy.
“Like everybody else, we had to hunker
down,” Nelson recalled. “We went from
more than 100 people to about 30, and I sold
65 pieces of equipment to become debt-free.
We’ve rebounded pretty well, but when it
comes to equipment, I now look for two
things: quality and value.”
That led Nelson to Komatsu machines from
Modern Machinery and Sales Rep Marc
Bandy. In the past year, the company has
acquired five Komatsu hydraulic excavators
(a PC650LC-8, a PC490LC-11, a PC240LC-11
and two PC210LC-10s); three Komatsu
dozers (a D155AX-7 and two D61EXs); and a
WA380 Komatsu wheel loader.
“I’ve always been a fan of Komatsu
equipment,” said Nelson. “Even back when I
was operating, I thought Komatsu excavators
were faster and had better control than the
other top brands. We also had a D65 dozer
that my guys loved. It pushed and graded
better than any other dozer we had. When

Team Nelson President Don Nelson (left) works closely with Modern Machinery Sales
Rep Marc Bandy on equipment matters. “Dealer support is important to us, and Modern
does a good job of providing the support we need,” said Nelson.

you combine that kind of equipment
quality with some of the recent financial
incentives from Komatsu, such as zeropercent financing and a lease program with
incredibly favorable terms, it was an easy
decision for us. We just couldn’t ignore that
kind of value.”
“With these new machines, I think
Komatsu is now king-of-the-hill,” said
Foreman Rick McGinnis. “They are smooth,
powerful and reliable machines. All the
guys on my crew are sold on Komatsu.”
“We’ve had good experiences with the
Komatsu machines, but equally important
to us is dealer support,” added Equipment
Manager Rob Holden. “We count on the
dealer to have parts and knowledgeable,
responsive service technicians. Modern
does a good job of providing the support
we need. The Komatsu CARE program,
where Modern takes care of the routine
maintenance for three years or 2,000 hours
is a significant, added bonus.”
“Team Nelson’s growth in the last five or
six years has been truly impressive,” said
Modern President Brian Sheridan. “We
appreciate the opportunity Don has given
us to work with him and his team.”

Bright future
Nelson has already far exceeded his initial
expectations for the company, but now he
says he’s considering further growth.
“We are adding some new services, and
we’ll continue to seek other opportunities
that make sense for us. It’s not about trying
to be the biggest company around or even
trying to make more money. The reason I
want to continue to grow is to be able to do
more for our customers and our employees.
That’s the real satisfaction of having a
business like this. I get to help people by
providing a good job at a good wage, and I
can help customers by providing them with
a quality, hassle-free job at a fair price. As
long as we keep doing those things, I think
the future of Team Nelson Earthwork &
Utilities is very bright.” Q
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INDUSTRY OUTLOOK

WATER, WATER EVERYWHERE
Flint’s crisis points to larger potential problems
in the nation’s underground infrastructure

T

The water crisis in Flint, Michigan, may only
be the tip of the proverbial iceberg when it
comes to failing systems that carry the nation’s
drinking water and other critical utilities. Several
factors figured into the crisis, including the use
of old lead pipes that brought water from the
Flint River, through a water treatment plant and
eventually into residences.
Failure to treat the water properly caused pipes
to corrode and to leach lead and heavy metal. The
harmful materials made their way into homes,
causing health problems that could plague
Flint for a very long time. Efforts are underway
to assess and eventually fix Flint’s issues,
including switching the city back to its original
water source, Lake Michigan, and replacing all
lead service lines leading to homes. The first

PVC Pipe Association’s
WaterMainBreakClock.com
notes that corrosion of old
lead and other metal pipes
eventually contributes to
failures. The association
estimates that leaking pipes
lose more than 2.6 trillion
gallons of drinking water
every year, or 17 percent of
all water pumped in the
United States.

lead-to-copper line replacement was recently
completed, but replacing all lines could take years.
Although Flint’s crisis is an isolated incident,
a problem with the nation’s drinking water and
other utility lines isn’t. Corrosion is a leading cause,
but aging pipes and overtaxed systems may be to
blame as well.

A break every two minutes
The American Society of Civil Engineers says
that a water main breaks every two minutes in
the United States. The same group has graded
the country’s infrastructure a D+. Estimates show
that as much as 44 percent of the nation’s water
infrastructure is approaching or past its useful
life, and that about 1.7 trillion gallons of water are
wasted each year.
“We have a buried problem that no one sees,”
said Terry Leeds, Director of Kansas City Water
Services and a board member of the National
Association of Clean Water Agencies in a recent
Kansas City Star article. “Infrastructure has a life
span, and now we’re seeing a lot of cities are facing
the end of it.”
That article, “Here’s why Flint’s water problem
isn’t likely to happen in Kansas City,” highlights
what the Missouri city is doing to combat an aging
system that saw more than 1,850 water-main
breaks in 2012. It began a program to replace
28 miles of pipe per year. Many of the old lines
were made of cheap metal and installed during
and after World War II. Other cities are facing the
same scenario of outdated systems.

A hefty price tag
The PVC Pipe Association sponsors
WaterMainBreakClock.com, a website that tracks
the costs associated with aging pipes throughout
the country. It shows that about 850 water-main

PVC and concrete pipe is an alternative to lead and other metal service lines that are subject to corrosion. Kansas City created a program to replace 28 miles of
pipe each year after suffering more than 1,850 water-main breaks in 2012. Most of Kansas City’s existing infrastructure was made of cheap metal and installed
during and after World War II.

breaks occur each day in the United States. Since
2000, there have been more than 5 million breaks.
Corrosion costs more than $50 billion annually;
that’s about $652 billion over the past 15 years.
The website notes that corrosion of old lead
and other metal pipes eventually contributes to
failures, and the costs are not just associated with
repairing and replacing those lines. Leaking pipes
lose more than 2.6 trillion gallons of drinking
water every year, or 17 percent of all water
pumped in the United States. This represents
$4.1 billion in wasted electricity annually.
“Corrosion is a significant drag on the
economy,” the site claims. “Not only is this cost
calculated in terms of water-main-break repair,
but also in terms of lost water, replacement of
corroded pipes and implementation of corrosionmitigation measures, which are ineffective since
they only delay an unavoidable outcome.”
An Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
survey shows that $271 billion is needed
throughout the next five years to maintain and
improve the nation’s wastewater infrastructure. It

has also said it will cost $385 billion in the next 15
to 20 years. Those figures include pipes that carry
wastewater to treatment plants, the technology
that treats water and methods of managing
stormwater runoff. The EPA also calls for the
investment of hundreds of millions of dollars
in treatment plants, many of which are several
decades old.
“The only way to have clean and reliable
water is to have infrastructure that is up to
the task,” said Joel Beauvais, the EPA’s Acting
Deputy Assistant Administrator for Water, in a
Construction Equipment article. “Our nation has
made tremendous progress in modernizing our
treatment plants and pipes in recent decades,
but this survey tells us that a great deal of work
remains.”
Many believe the price tag could be much
higher. The American Water Works Association,
for example, claims that $1 trillion is needed to
replace outdated pipes and meet growth during
the next 25 years.
“The future is looking a little dark for
something as basic and fundamental as water,”

Continued . . .

Infrastructure solutions necessary, but costly
. . . continued

said Adam Krantz of the Water Infrastructure
Network (WIN) in a San Angelo (Texas) Standard
Times article. WIN is a broad-based coalition
of local elected officials, drinking water and
wastewater providers, state environmental
and health administrators, engineers, and
others dedicated to preserving and protecting
the health, environmental and economic gains
that America’s drinking water and wastewater
infrastructure provides, according to the
organization.

Could your rates rise?

The American Society
of Civil Engineers
says that a water main
breaks every two
minutes in the United
States. The same group
has graded the country’s
infrastructure a D+.

WIN and other groups are pushing Congress
to invest more. Federal funding comes from
the Drinking Water State Revolving Fund that
offers loans to help cities and towns get needed
dollars. Cities and towns also rely on taxes, but
many fall short of raising enough money to pay
for needed upgrades and repairs. More efficient
faucets, shower heads and other plumbing
systems have made revenue shortfalls worse.
Population loss, which reduces taxes, also plays
a role in municipalities. That’s forcing some local
governments to raise rates.
“That’s the key that Americans have to
understand: If they want this system, they are
going to have to be willing to finance it,” said

Greg DiLoreto, Past President of the American
Society of Civil Engineers in the Times article.
Fitch Ratings, a nationally recognized
statistical rating organization, said that in light
of the Flint crisis, if the EPA strengthens its Lead
and Copper Rule – which is used to regulate
drinking-water exposure to lead – the removal
of all lead service lines could be mandatory. That
would be an expensive proposition.
“Reprioritizing and accelerating the lead
pipe replacement would add significant capital
needs to the sector and could compete with
other critical infrastructure projects, including
developing sufficient long-term water supplies
and replacing aging infrastructure components
other than lead lines,” said Fitch in a March
press release. “Some sources estimate more
than 6 million lead service lines exist across
the U.S. We believe the capital costs to replace
these lines could exceed $275 billion. The
EPA’s latest survey estimated the entire sector
needs $385 billion in water infrastructure
improvements through 2030, and this estimate
includes the costs to only partially replace lead
pipes. Either level of capital cost would likely
be manageable for the sector as a whole if it is
spread throughout a time frame like the one
in the EPA survey. However, implementation
across a shorter time span may create stress for
individual credits.”
Representatives on both sides of the aisle in
Congress have called for establishing a National
Infrastructure Development Bank to help pay
for the costs associated with projects such as
roads, bridges and water systems that are critical
to Americans, but no bill passed. A recent push
came again in February from U.S. Rep. Rosa
DeLauro (D-Conn.), who has introduced an
act in every Congress since 1994 to create an
infrastructure bank.
“Emergencies like the tragedy we are seeing
in Flint are a stark reminder of what is at stake
when it comes to investment in water projects,”
said DeLauro in a commentary on TheHill.com.
“We cannot continue the pattern of turning
attention to critical infrastructure only when
disaster strikes – we must make long-term,
pro-growth investments to prevent further
tragedies from ever occurring.” Q

Available through Modern Machinery.

GUEST OPINION

TIME TO ACT
Rebuilding neglected systems would boost economy,
give Americans an A+ water infrastructure

O
Terry O’Sullivan,
General President,
LIUNA

Terry O’Sullivan is
General President
of the Laborers’
International Union of
North America, which
represents a half-million
men and women
predominantly in the
construction industry.

Our country must do better than “nearly
failing” when it comes to something so vital and
fundamental as water. Yet a D+ is our nation’s
water infrastructure grade from the American
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE). It has taken the
lead-contamination scandal in Flint, Michigan, to
get the attention of Congress and elected officials
across the nation, but Flint is only the tip of the
iceberg.
News reports now say as many as 2,000 water
systems across the country may have excessive
lead levels, while as many as 10 million homes
receive water through lead pipes. Across the
nation, many pipes are more than 100 years old,
some dating back to the Civil War era, posing
drinking water risks. Each year, according to
ASCE, there are 240,000 water-main breaks.
Faulty pipes result in the leakage of 900 billion
gallons of wastewater a year, helping to make
28 percent of waterways unfit for human
recreation and 18 percent unfit for consumption.
According to ASCE, the cost to fix our nation’s

Laborers’ International Union of North America General President Terry O’Sullivan says it’s
unacceptable for the U.S. to have a D+-rated water infrastructure. His organization is pushing
Congress to reauthorize the Water Resources Reform and Development Act and provide
additional funding to modernize the nation’s water systems.

abuse of water resources is now $1.7 trillion – and
rising.
From drinking-water contamination, to water
scarcity, to ports and waterways that can no
longer accommodate commerce, the water crisis
is one of the most critical issues facing the U.S. As
Flint shows, the crisis raises moral questions, but
there are major economic costs as well. Across
the country, neglect of inland waterways and the
associated stunting of water transportation activity
could hit the economy with the loss of 738,000 jobs
by 2020, a nearly $750 billion blow to the economy,
according to ASCE.
America can do better than a D+. This year,
Congress is likely to consider a number of
water-infrastructure measures to increase funding
for clean and safe drinking water, ranging from
reauthorization of the Water Resources Reform
and Development Act (WRRDA) to bills aimed at
alleviating the drought in the West. However, we
must caution Congress against “robbing Peter to
pay Paul.” For the sake of our children in every
community, the drinking-water crisis must receive
additional, significant and dedicated resources
above and apart from WRRDA. That piece of
legislation is simply not capable of addressing the
crisis, and attempting to use it for that purpose will
only strain other critical water resources.
There is no excuse for Congress failing to act.
The challenge is enormous, but the rewards can
be equally as great. The men and women of the
Laborers’ International Union of North America
are ready to fight to protect lives, and we’re ready
to get to work doing our job to rebuild America’s
neglected water infrastructure. Now it’s up to
Congress and elected officials at every level to
do their jobs to ensure that our country and our
people have what they deserve: an A+ water
infrastructure. Q
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PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT

MORE INTELLIGENT DOZING
Komatsu’s new D39i-24 dozers lower fuel consumption
and increase production time with no cables

E
Jason Anetsberger,
Komatsu Senior
Product Manager

Eliminating the need to install and remove
blade-mounted sensors each day saves on
machine and operator wear and tear, and it
converts potential downtime into increased
production. Komatsu’s second-generation
D39PXi-24 and D39EXi-24 dozers offer that and
more with a new Tier 4 Final engine that increases
fuel efficiency compared to its predecessor.
“With factory integration and a host of
intelligent capabilities, the more that owners
run their D39i-24 dozers, the more they save,”
said Jason Anetsberger, Komatsu Senior Product
Manager. “The monthly production gains from
starting sooner, finishing faster, using less fuel
and saving on materials can add up quickly.

Quick Specs on Komatsu’s D39PXi-24 and D39EXi-24 Dozers
Model

Net Horsepower

Operating Weight

Blade Capacity

D39EXi-24

105 hp

21,848 lbs

2.89 cu yd

D39PXi-24

105 hp

22,774 lbs

3.14 cu yd

Komatsu’s new D39EXi-24 and D39PXi-24 dozers lower fuel consumption with a Tier 4 Final
engine. They also increase production with integrated machine control that eliminates the time
needed to install and remove cables.

Skipping the cables, climbing and connections of
traditional aftermarket systems saves operators
up to 30 minutes a day and is more convenient.”
Rough-cut to final grade, the intelligent
Machine Control (iMC) dozers extend production
gains. Once engaged, the system automatically
starts the cut and lowers the blade to grade in
a typical dozing pass. If the load increases to
maximum capacity, the blade automatically
raises to minimize track slip, ensuring productive
dozing. This allows the dozer to achieve up to
8-percent-greater efficiency in moving materials,
based on start-to-finish grade testing against
typical aftermarket machine-control systems.

New features
Customer feedback led Komatsu to introduce a
standard, operator-selectable, automatic Reverse
Grading Mode, which enables automatic blade
control while reversing, to grade the target
surface. Other new features include a Triple
Labyrinth final-drive design that provides
additional protection for the final drive floating
seals.
The more-efficient engine uses a Selective
Catalytic Reduction System and Diesel Exhaust
Fluid, as well as a new, water-cooled, Variable
Flow Turbocharger that improves durability and
engine response. The Diesel Oxidation Catalyst
provides 100-percent passive regeneration that
does not interfere with operation. Auto-idle
shutdown helps reduce idle time and saves fuel.
“These dozers are great for everything
from stripping to finish grading on a variety
of small-to-medium-sized jobsites, such as
commercial buildings and residential lots,” said
Anetsberger. “As with all Tier 4 construction
machines, they are covered under the Komatsu
CARE program.” Q

PUSHING AHEAD WITH iNTELLIGENT MACHINE CONTROL
• Automated operation from rough dozing to ﬁnish grade
• intelligent Machine Control dozing mode and load control features
• No cables between machine and blade
• A factory-installed integrated system

CODY GASTON / KOMATSU DOZER DESIGN ENGINEER / CHATTANOOGA, TN

“I’m proud that our Komatsu dozer designs are always breaking new ground, like our
forward cab small dozers and now our intelligent Machine Control equipment with integrated
technology. But it’s a team effort and it takes dedicated team members to build in the
quality it takes to meet our customers’ demands. And that’s why I AM KOMATSU.”

MADE WITH PASSION AND PRIDE
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TIER 4 FINAL HYDRAULIC EXCAVATOR
• New higher performance 177 HP engine*
• More efﬁcient through lower fuel costs*
• Larger LCD color monitor panel*
• Wide access service doors

MICHAEL THOMAS / WELDER / CHATTANOOGA, TN
“Komatsu excavators come with the latest in technology. I’m proud to be part of the production
team that builds them to hold up to years of daily punishment. I make sure they’re as rugged
as Komatsu’s quality reputation, because it’s not just Komatsu’s reputation on the
line–it’s mine and all my friends’ too. And that’s why I AM KOMATSU.”

MADE WITH PASSION AND PRIDE
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A SALUTE TO
INDUSTRY
OUTLOOK
A CUSTOMER

NEW PRODUCT

SMALL PACKAGE, BIG RESULTS
Komatsu’s new PC30MR-5 and PC35MR-5 hydraulic
excavators pack serious production into compact frame

C

Contractors looking for a versatile excavator
with a smaller footprint are in luck. Komatsu’s
new PC30MR-5 and PC35MR-5 utility-sized
excavators are a perfect fit for tight worksites.
The new models have a swing-boom design
that enables them to easily complete jobs
in confined spaces. The excavators are each
equipped with a standard dozer blade to help
with backfilling and enhanced work modes to
help operators match engine speed and pump
delivery to the application.
“The swing-boom design allows the
machines to dig close to foundations or
alongside buildings,” said Komatsu Product
Marketing Manager Des Jarvis. “The PC30 and
PC35’s standard dozer blade makes backfilling
a breeze and eliminates the need for a second
machine.”
The excavators come with a Tier 4 Final,
24-horsepower engine and an Exhaust
Gas Recirculation Valve to meet emissions
standards. They feature a new auto
decelerator, auto-idle-shutdown and
economy modes to help reduce idle time
and save fuel. Additionally, a dial-type
knob offers finer throttle control. The
excavators are available in three
track options – rubber, steel or
roadliner – to further their
worksite versatility.

operators monitor machine-performance metrics
and maximize fuel efficiency.
Komatsu improved visibility and functionality
inside the cab through several enhancements,
including a swing-open hinge door. The cab has a
flat rear window to increase visibility and reduce
replacement costs. The two-post ROPS canopy is
designed with no front posts, which can distract
the operator.
Daily maintenance and service is easier on
the excavators, as both the PC30 and PC35 have
wide service doors for access to ground-level
maintenance. The addition
of a swing-up operator
platform increases
accessibility to all
components. Q

Des Jarvis,
Komatsu Product
Marketing Manager

Komatsu designed the
PC30MR-5 and PC35MR-5
excavators for tight worksites.
The new models have a
swing-boom design that
enables them to easily
work in confined spaces.

Upgraded comfort
Both the PC30 and PC35
feature an updated cab to provide
a durable and secure work
environment. The ROPS cab and
two-post canopy come equipped
with a 3.5-inch, high-resolution LCD
screen and Ecology Guidance to help

*with cab

Quick Specs on Komatsu’s PC30MR-5, PC35MR-5 Excavators
Model

Net Horsepower Operating Weight* Bucket Capacity

PC30MR-5

24.4 hp

6,836 lbs

.07-.21 cu yd

PC35MR-5

24.4 hp

8,324 lbs

.07-.24 cu yd

INCREASE PRODUCTION WHILE LOWERING FUEL COSTS
• Komatsu SmartLoader Logic for optimal energy savings
• Large capacity torque converter with lock-up
• All-new cab for comfort and visibility
• Powerful 272 HP engine

OLANJUWON LUKIE / ASSEMBLER / NEWBERRY, SC

“Komatsu loaders are tough. The loaders I assemble here in South Carolina are built
to high standards. I know because my team and I meet and exceed those standards
every day. Our goal is to build you a product that will handle the jobs you throw
at it and keep coming back for more. And that’s why I AM KOMATSU.”

MADE WITH PASSION AND PRIDE
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INDUSTRY OUTLOOK

FORESTRY NEWS

A PROVEN WINNER
Komatsu’s new 931 harvester defines next generation
with a host of productive new features

D

Demanding logging applications require
machines that can withstand the rigors of daily
use and consistently deliver high productivity.
Komatsu’s totally new, four-model harvester
family – led by its flagship 931 harvester – is
doing just that.
“Our new harvester family was designed
from the ground up to set the industry
benchmark for productivity, operator comfort
and eco-friendliness,” said Steve Yolitz, Manager,
Marketing Forestry, Komatsu America. “The
931 harvester is our high-volume flagship model
in the family.”
Komatsu designed the 931 harvester for serious
productivity by including the new 3-Pump
Hydraulic System (3PS), featuring dual circuits
with separate pressure levels. The system is
power-regulated against the engine and offers
a class-leading working hydraulic flow of
139 gallons per minute (528 liters per minute),
which is 68-percent-greater than the prior
931.1 model.
Unique pressure and flow optimization
enables operators to work considerably faster
without losing hydraulic power. Operators can
use multiple functions simultaneously with
maximum hydraulic power, such as slewing
the crane, feeding a log and maneuvering
the machine – all with optimally low fuel
consumption.
Performance and productivity are further
enhanced with the new H-series parallel crane
that has greater lift capacity, 360-degree cab/
crane rotation and automatic four-way cab/crane
leveling, which keeps the operator on a consistent
plane and ensures an unobstructed view of the
tree at all times. While a variety of harvesting
heads are offered to meet specific applications, the

C144 model is a strong overall performer and serves
the broadest market segment. It has a maximum
cutting diameter of 28 inches, and the powerful
four-wheel-drive feed system generates 6,650 pounds
of feed force.
The larger, modern cab increases the front
line-of-site visibility by 62-percent upward and
17-percent downward. Operator comfort was
enhanced with an automotive-grade fit and finish
interior, first-class ergonomics and adjustable hand
controls.
The 931 harvester has a new 251-horsepower Tier
4 Final engine that is both powerful and more fuel
efficient than prior models. A cold-weather starting
system, which heats the batteries, engine coolant,
diesel exhaust fluid and hydraulic oil, come standard
on the harvester.
“Since the first next-gen harvesters began working
in the woods last fall, every indication is that we
have achieved our productivity, operator comfort
and eco-friendliness goals,” stated Yolitz. “The
931 harvester is proving to be an outright winner.” Q

Steve Yolitz,
Manager,
Marketing Forestry,
Komatsu America

Discover more

The 931 harvester
features a new cab,
crane, hydraulic system
and a new Tier 4 Final
engine, which is more
fuel efficient than the
prior model.

KOMATSU & YOU

ENSURING YOUR UPTIME
Abe Riddle says the aim of Komatsu’s Ripley Parts
Operation is timely delivery from its vast inventory

Q

QUESTION: What is the role of Komatsu’s
Ripley Parts Operation in Tennessee?
ANSWER: It is the central parts warehouse
for North America and Latin America, with an
emphasis on parts for Komatsu construction,
forestry, forklift and industrial press products.
We also carry parts for what we call “mining
support,” which is inventory related to
non-electric-drive trucks.
Everything – O-rings, engines, transmissions
and some boom-assembly parts – comes
through here and is shipped to our distributors
or one of our eight regional parts distribution
hubs located in the United States and Canada.
We serve Komatsu affiliates globally, too,
but our primary customer base is in North
American and Latin American countries.
Our most important role is ensuring those
parts arrive in a timely manner. The Parts
Operation Department runs two shifts per
day, but we’re really a 24/7/365 operation.
We have a hotline number (731-635-6120) and
staff on-call, so even if customers call during
holidays or off hours, we can still process their
orders and get them shipped. It’s our goal to
have most parts orders in customers’ hands
the same day or the next day.
QUESTION: Why is that important?
ANSWER: When machines are down,
customers are losing money. We understand
that, so our response is critical. The faster
they get the parts, the faster they can be back
up and running. Many customers tell me
that service after the sale is a huge factor in
what brand of equipment they choose, so we
obviously place a heavy emphasis on timely
parts support.
Continued …

This is one of a series of articles
based on interviews with key
people at Komatsu discussing
the company’s commitment to
its customers in the construction
and mining industries – and
their visions for the future.

Abe Riddle, General Manager,
Ripley Parts Operation

Abe Riddle joined Komatsu’s Ripley Parts Operation (RPO) in
Ripley, Tennessee, 10 years ago in an inventory-planning position.
He moved into a continuous-improvement role, then into inventory
management. Later, he managed the warehouse.
“Through my progression, I think I have touched every area at
some point,” said Riddle. “It was good preparation for my current
position.”
Today, Riddle oversees the Master Parts Distribution Center,
helping ensure that inventory levels are appropriate and “that the
right part gets to the right place at the right time,” according to
Riddle.
“Our availability is outstanding at more than 96 percent,” said
Riddle. “I believe Komatsu has built a strong parts-support network,
and I’m proud to be a part of a forward-thinking company that
emphasizes continuous improvement to better serve customers.”
Riddle started in the manufacturing industry at 18, and earned his
undergraduate degree in business from Union University in Jackson,
Tennessee, by attending classes at night. After joining Komatsu, he
completed an MBA through Union while working at the Master
Parts Distribution Center.
Abe and his wife, Stephanie, have three children and enjoy
spending time together as a family. He also likes to duck hunt.

Location is key for Ripley Parts Operation in Tennessee
… continued

QUESTION: Why is Ripley, Tennessee, a good
location?

QUESTION: How likely is it that you will
have the parts on hand that customers need?

ANSWER: We are strategically located close to
a major freight hub in Memphis. That allows us
to take orders late in the day and still be able to
get parts where they need to be early the next
day, in most cases. For example, if someone in
Washington state places an order at 6 p.m., they
will have it around 10 a.m., depending on what
they ordered.

ANSWER: Highly likely as we carry about
$560 million in inventory. Our target is
95-percent availability, meaning that when
an order is placed, we have what’s needed on
the shelf and ready to go. Currently we are at
96.4 percent.
QUESTION: How do you know what
inventory to have on hand?
ANSWER: There are several factors we take into
account. We consider historical demand, and
we collaborate with distributors to understand
their operations and machine populations. We
also use KOMTRAX to monitor data that helps
us anticipate future parts needs. In addition, our
manufacturing plants give us recommended
lists of parts for new machines. All of that
information helps us get a strong hold on what
we need to build inventory and keep parts
stocked at appropriate levels.
QUESTION: What about older machines?
ANSWER: We maintain a good deal of
inventory for machines dating back a decade
or more, so we likely have the needed parts
on hand. If we don’t, we can source parts from
trusted suppliers. We will do everything we can
to make sure customers get what they need. Q

General Manager, Ripley Parts Operation (RPO), Abe
Riddle says the RPO’s most important role is ensuring that
parts arrive in a timely manner. With nearly 97-percent
availability, most orders are filled within 24 hours.

Komatsu’s Ripley Parts Operation (RPO) is the central parts warehouse for North America
and Latin America. Its inventory includes items for construction, forestry, industrial press and
mining support. It also includes parts for Komatsu forklifts, like the one pictured here, which
RPO personnel use at the warehouse.
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SPECIAL RECOGNITION

TURNING 60,000
Komatsu CARE program celebrates
milestone service interval

K

Komatsu launched Komatsu CARE in 2011 with
one goal in mind: demonstrate the company’s
commitment to delivering quality parts and reliable
service in a manner that ensures a customer’s
machine performance is never compromised.
That goal has been accomplished – 60,000 times.
Columbus Equipment Company (CEC), the
Komatsu distributor in Ohio, performed the
60,000th Komatsu CARE service interval on a
D61EXi-23 dozer for Eramo & Sons in late March.

Diesel Particulate Filter exchanges within the
first five years. Komatsu distributors monitor the
machines and contact owners when a service is due.
Then, a Komatsu CARE-certified service technician
performs the maintenance.

“We’re very honored to participate in
Komatsu CARE and to have completed the 60,000th
service,” said CEC President Josh Stivison. “We’re
also proud to conduct the service for Eramo & Sons,
a company we have a rich history with.”

“Komatsu CARE saves us a lot of labor,” said
Eramo & Sons Chief Mechanic Dave Penwell.
“It also keeps me more involved with the service
department at the distributorship. Overall, it makes
my job easier. They take care of everything.”

CEC completed the milestone service interval
during a ceremony at its Columbus, Ohio, facility
and presented Eramo & Sons with a certificate to
celebrate the event.

“We began using Komatsu equipment in the
1970s; it was a decision that has served us well,”
added Chairman Rocky Eramo. “Komatsu makes
an excellent product, and our distributor has
always been there to help us. Today, we have
about 45 Komatsu machines in our fleet. It’s been a
great partnership.” Q

“Through Komatsu CARE, we can make sure
our customers’ Tier 4 machines are maintained
properly,” said Komatsu Director of Distributor
Development Mike Hayes. “Komatsu CARE
secures uptime, increases productivity and protects
residual values for the machines. It also keeps
service technicians familiar with the customer’s
equipment, which is great for future maintenance.
The service is complimentary, and we contact
customers to schedule the maintenance at a
convenient time and jobsite location. This way, the
customers save time and money and can schedule
their maintenance downtime.”
The Komatsu CARE complimentary
maintenance program provides service on Tier 4,
construction-sized machines – whether rented,
leased or purchased – for the first three years or
2,000 hours of operation. The program includes
scheduled factory maintenance, a 50-point
inspection at each service interval and two Komatsu

Today, Komatsu CARE programs are standard
on all Tier 4 and Tier 4 Final machines in the United
States and Canada. The program has been a huge
success with customers, including Eramo & Sons.

Mike Hayes,
Komatsu Director
of Distributor
Development

Officials from Komatsu and Columbus Equipment Company (CEC) present Eramo & Sons’
representatives with a certificate to celebrate the 60,000th Komatsu CARE service interval. CEC
completed the milestone service on Eramo & Sons’ D61EXi-23 dozer in late March.

DEMO DAYS

TAKING A RIDE INTO THE FUTURE
Customers test Komatsu equipment, including the
new PC490LCi-11 excavator, at spring Demo Days

N

Nearly 230 current and prospective
customers attended Komatsu’s spring Demo
Days at its Training and Demonstration
Center in Cartersville, Georgia, in February.
The three-day event opened with a single-day

Bob Post,
Komatsu Director
of Marketing
Communications

Attendees tour
Komatsu’s Chattanooga
Manufacturing
Operations Center in
Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Komatsu had 31
machines available
for demonstration
at its Demo Days in
Cartersville, Georgia,
February 23-25.
Komatsu’s latest intelligent Machine Control excavator, the PC490LCi-11, was the main
attraction at Demo Days. It is the world’s largest GPS-integrated excavator on the market.

record number of attendees. Those in
attendance got an early look at the latest
additions to the Komatsu intelligent Machine
Control (iMC) line – the PC490LCi-11 excavator
and the D155AXi-8 remote-control dozer.
“Demo Days is a great opportunity for
customers to come and operate our machines
and get a first-hand feel for them,” said Komatsu
Director of Marketing Communications
Bob Post. “While the event served as a debut
for the PC490LCi and the D155AXi with remote
control, our other Tier 4 machines that were
featured were also a big hit.”
Komatsu had 31 machines available for
operation at Demo Days. In addition to
the highly anticipated PC490LCi-11 – the
world’s largest excavator with integrated
GPS technology – several iMC products were
also on display, including three PC210LCi-10
excavators and D51PXi-23, D61PXi-23 and
D65PXi-18 dozers.
The line up also featured six wheel loaders
(sizes WA200-7 to WA600-8), four dozers (sizes
D39PX-24 to D85EX-18), multiple excavators
(sizes PC88MR-10 to PC490LC-11), an HM400-5
articulated truck, an HD605-7 mechanical truck
and a GD655-6 motor grader.
During the event, attendees had the option of
touring Komatsu’s Chattanooga Manufacturing
Operations Center in Tennessee or attending
morning information sessions at the Training
and Demonstration Center in Cartersville. The
sessions included “Bottom Line Tactics” and a
tire-management class. Presentations covering
Komatsu’s iMC products and Komatsu
Financial followed a catered lunch. After a short
safety video and product demonstration, guests
had the opportunity to operate machines. Q

INDUSTRY OUTLOOK

NEW PARTNERSHIP

PLAYING IN THE SAND
Komatsu, Extreme Sandbox enter partnership aimed
at increasing national exposure to construction industry

K

Komatsu has teamed up with Extreme
Sandbox, LLC, a top-rated, heavy-equipmentadventure company, to become its exclusive
equipment sponsor. The partnership enables
both companies to expose more Americans to
the experience of operating heavy equipment.
Extreme Sandbox provides guests with
a truly unique opportunity to operate real
construction equipment inside a 10-acre
“sandbox.” Expert instructors help guests
learn and operate the machines in a proper
operating environment, while creating a fun
and memorable experience.
Together, the two companies plan to expand
the public’s exposure to heavy machinery.
By combining Extreme Sandbox’s national
expansion plans and proven track record of
creating memorable experiences, with Komatsu’s
world-class machines, national reach and
global resources, the partnership will introduce
a new generation to heavy machinery and an
under-explored area for rewarding careers.
“This alliance is an opportunity to transform
these impressive marvels of engineering
technology from a roadside and work-zone
curiosity, to an informative, exciting, hands-on
experience,” said Rich Smith, Vice President,
Product Services Division for Komatsu America.
“Long term, we hope climbing inside and
feeling the comfort, speed and power of these
machines inspires a new generation of men
and women who are good with their hands to
consider construction careers. The construction
industry provides great employment
opportunities for future operators, technicians
and engineers. The degree to which cutting-edge
technology will shape the jobsites and careers
in the construction industry of the future is a
well-kept secret. We want to change that.”

Extreme Sandbox currently has two locations:
its Trip-Advisor-No. 1-rated suburban
Minneapolis site and its new one about an hour
north of Dallas. More sites are planned for several
U.S. cities in the next few years. Permanent
locations will offer the opportunity to schedule
machine and operator training at the high
school and community college levels, as well as
demonstration and customer appreciation events
for local Komatsu distributors.
It will also allow Extreme Sandbox to
collaborate with local distributors and embark
on periodic road tours that spread the message
of a thrilling experience and rewarding careers
to local communities across the country, via
tailgating events, state fairs, festivals, parades and
other avenues. Q

Rich Smith,
Vice President,
Product Services
Division for
Komatsu America

Komatsu teamed up with
Extreme Sandbox to become
its exclusive equipment
sponsor. The partnership
enables both companies to
expose more Americans to
the experience of operating
heavy equipment. Extreme
Sandbox provides guests
with a truly unique
opportunity to operate real
construction equipment
inside a 10-acre “sandbox.”

INDUSTRY EVENTS

IN THE SPOTLIGHT
Komatsu displays WA500-7 Yard Loader arrangement
at record-setting asphalt, aggregate events

T

The co-located 2016 World of Asphalt
Show & Conference and AGG1 Academy &
Expo set new attendance records with more
than 9,000 people checking out the exhibits
inside the Music City Center in Nashville.
Komatsu was among the exhibitors,
displaying a 353-horsepower WA500-7 Yard
Loader arrangement that is designed to load
24-ton on-highway trucks in two passes.
“Loading trucks in fewer passes increases
production, and that’s just one advantage the
WA500-7 Yard Loader arrangement presents,”

Attendees of the 2016 Asphalt
Show & Conference and
AGG1 Academy & Expo check
out the Komatsu WA500-7
Yard Loader arrangement. The
79,000-pound-plus loader that
Komatsu displayed features
a 9.8-cubic-yard, flat-floor
bucket, which increases
capacity and productivity
for applications involving
re-handled or loose materials.

said Rob Warden, Komatsu National Account
Manager. “It’s great for moving and stockpiling
already-processed materials.”
The 79,000-pound-plus loader that
Komatsu displayed features a 9.8-cubic-yard,
flat-floor bucket, which increases capacity
and productivity for applications involving
re-handled or loose materials. Komatsu added
a larger-diameter bucket cylinder to the
WA500-7 Yard Loader arrangement for increased
bucket forces and additional counterweight
for better stability and tipping loads. The
counterweight’s unique shape provides more
ground clearance for stockpiling materials.
The machine has 29-inch rims and low-profile
tires for increased stability; front and rear
brake-cooling systems, which maximize
brake life in extended-carry and high-speed
applications; and full rear fenders for enhanced
protection from debris and thrown material.
“The WA500-7 Yard Loader arrangement
handles loose stone, sand, gravel and other
materials very well downstream from a
crusher,” said Joe Sollitt, Komatsu Product
Marketing Manager. “It fits perfectly into the
asphalt and aggregate industries.”

All 50 states represented
Attendees from every state, nine Canadian
provinces and more than 60 other countries
made their way to the events, which covered a
record 157,000 net square feet of exhibit space.
The shows featured more than 500 exhibitors,
including 150 new ones.
World of Asphalt and AGG1 will be held
again March 6-8, 2018, in Houston. The
annual shows will skip next year due to
CONEXPO-CON/AGG. Q
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INDUSTRY NEWS

GOOD NEWS, NEW CHALLENGES
Construction unemployment lowest in six years, but
shrinking pool of workers could cause future headaches

C
This article is based
on a press release
from the Associated
General Contractors
of America (AGC)
regarding its analysis
of construction
employment.

Construction employment reached its
highest level in six years, while the number
of unemployed workers with construction
experience shrank to a 14-year low, according
to an Associated General Contractors of
America (AGC) analysis. The organization
tempered the good news, cautioning that the
diminishing pool of available, qualified labor
may have an impact on the industry’s ability to
meet growing demand.
“It is encouraging to see construction
employment rising again, but the industry could
hire many more workers if they were available,”
said Ken Simonson, AGC’s Chief Economist.
“The lack of experienced construction workers
may be impeding the industry’s ability to start
or complete projects. The recent acceleration in
construction spending may soon level off unless
the sector can draw in more workers with the
right skills.”

An Associated General Contractors of America (AGC) analysis showed construction
employment totaled 6.3 million in July 2015, the most since February 2009, according to
AGC Chief Economist Ken Simonson. The organization cautioned that a diminishing
pool of available qualified labor may have an impact on the industry’s ability to meet
growing demand.

Construction employment totaled more
than 6.3 million in July 2015, the most since
February 2009, but the total rose by only 6,000 in
July and by an average of only 7,200 per month
during the previous five months, Simonson
noted. The number of unemployed workers
who reported last working in construction
totaled 474,000, the fewest since 2001.
“The sector’s job gains in the past five months
have been intermittent and relatively sluggish
despite signs of accelerating demand for
construction,” Simonson said. “The latest Census
Bureau data show the amount of construction
spending is rising at the fastest rate since 2006.
There are several indicators – such as the steady
increase in hiring of architects and engineers –
that suggest demand for construction will remain
strong, but contractors may have difficulty
finding enough workers to take on all those
projects.”
AGC officials said that a number of factors are
contributing to the shrinking pool of available
labor, including the fact that many aging workers
are retiring, while other workers who lost their
jobs during the downturn left the industry for
other sectors. Officials added that the lack of
high school-level programs that expose students
to construction as a potential career path means
fewer graduates are pursuing careers in the
construction industry.
“We are doing many students a real
disservice by not telling them how they can
make a good living working in construction,”
said Stephen E. Sandherr, AGC’s CEO, noting
that its Workforce Development Plan calls for
increasing the number of career and technical
education programs nationwide. “The more
options we give students, the more likely they
are to succeed.” Q

NEWS & NOTES
IEA expects oil prices to stay low throughout 2016

T

The International Energy Agency (IEA)
expects oil prices to stay low throughout 2016
as oversupply continues. In its Medium-Term
Oil Market Report, the IEA said supply will
outpace demand by up to 1.1 million barrels
per day.

“Only in 2017 will we finally see oil supply
and demand align, but the enormous stocks
being accumulated will act as a dampener
on the pace of recovery in oil prices when the
market, having balanced, starts to draw down
those stocks,” according to the report. Q

Pipeline groups pursue inspector certification

P

Pipeline industry groups announced
support for certification of all pipeline
inspectors during the next two years. The
groups note that standardized certification
would improve the quality of new
construction.

“Safe pipeline construction and quality
materials help ensure safe operation,” said
Donald Santa, President and CEO of the
Interstate Natural Gas Association of America.
“Having certified inspectors helps everyone
raise the bar.” Q

USED EQUIPMENT PRICED TO SELL
(Prices subject to change without notice)

4HU\MHJ[\YLY4VKLS

+LZJYPW[PVU

:LYPHS5V

@LHY

/V\YZ

7YPJL

 *9(>3,9+6A,9:
KOMATSU D375A-6
KOMATSU D375A-6
KOMATSU D155AX-7
KOMATSU D85EX-15E0
KOMATSU D65WX-17
KOMATSU D65EX-17
KOMATSU D65PX-17
KOMATSU D61EX-15
KOMATSU D61PX-15E0
KOMATSU D51EX-22

U BLADE, SS RIPPER
U BLADE, SS RIPPER
U BLADE, MSR
SU BLADE MSR
PAT BLADE, MSR
PAT BLADE, MSR
STRAIGHT BLADE
PAT BLADE, MSR
PAT BLADE
PAT BLADE, MSR

60060
60053
90086
11429
1873
2268
1987
B40438
B45648
B13348

2012
2011
2012
2008
2013
2014
2014
2005
2008
2014

1,695
5,928
2,491
4,491
2,089
1,460
1,232
2,478
6,282
576

POR
$570,000
POR
$195,000
POR
POR
POR
$130,000
$110,000
POR

10214
10014
10168
90750
A35007
A53500
ADZ00131
L180GE0001950

2013
2012
2014
2012
1999
2008
2000
2012

9,405
4,111
3,940
5,679
21,082
5,164
39,952
5,307

$185,000
POR
POR
$240,000
$35,000
POR
POR
$185,000

20170
55098
A40160
A00022
30046
A87403
450103
42056
A3R00363
330DVNBD00541
210249
HLS01754

2006
2008
2012
2011
2006
2010
2012
2015
2006
2007
2012
2006

11,600
10,260
3,079
5,782
8,079
3,062
4,133
969
6,515
9,405
4,143
4,361

POR
POR
POR
POR
$145,000
$187,000
POR
POR
POR
$104,000
$120,000
$49,000

55062
51614
51683
R9J00259

2011
2008
2008
2011

2,884
2,072
3,173
2,313

$185,000
$212,500
$180,000
$405,000

 >/,,336(+,9:
KOMATSU WA500-7
KOMATSU WA500-7
KOMATSU WA470-7
KOMATSU WA470-6
KOMATSU WA450-3MC
KOMATSU WA380-6
CAT 992G
VOLVO L180

7.5YD BUCKET, STICK STEER
8YD BUCKET, STEERING WHEEL
5.5YD BUCKET
BUCKET
BUCKET, ECSS, SCALE
QC, MONO LEVER, BUCKET
ROCK BUCKET
CHIP BUCKET

 /@+9(<30*,?*(=(;69:
KOMATSU PC600LC-7
KOMATSU PC600LC-8
KOMATSU PC490LC-10
KOMATSU PC350HD-8
KOMATSU PC308USLC-3E0
KOMATSU PC270LC-8
KOMATSU PC210LC-10
KOMATSU PC138USLC-10
CAT 325D
CAT 330D
VOLVO EC300DL
CAT 420E

14’ ARM, QC, 72” BUCKET
11’7” ARM, QC, 36” BUCKET
13’ ARM, QC, THUMB
10’6” ARM, QC, THIRD MEMBER HYDS
11’6” ARM, QC
11” ARM, QC, THUMB, 48” BUCKET
9’7” ARM, QC, THUMB, 48” BUCKET
8’ ARM, QC, ROADLINERS
QC, BUCKET, THUMB
QC, BUCKET
VOLVO, QC, BUCKET, AUX HYDS
CAT LOADER, BACKHOE LOADER

46;69.9(+,9:
KOMATSU GD655-5
KOMATSU GD655-3E0
KOMATSU GD655-3E0
CAT 14M

14’ BLADE, RIPPER
14’ BLADE, RIPPER
14’ BLADE, RIPPER
16’ BLADE, RIPPER, TOPCON BOX

SPECIAL FINANCING PACKAGES AR
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL

4PZZV\SH

)PSSPUNZ

2HSPZWLSS

101 International Way
Missoula, MT 59808
(800) 332-1617
(406) 523-1100

7850 S. Frontage Rd.
Billings, MT 59101
(800) 735-2589
(406) 252-2158

3155 Highway 93 S.
Kalispell, MT 59901
(800) 434-4190
(406) 755-5540

:WVRHUL

4428 E. Trent Ave.
Spokane, WA 99212
(800) 541-0754
(509) 535-1654

:WVRHUL4HJOPULY`
(4VKLYU4HJOPULY`*VTWHU`
4428 E. Trent Ave.
Spokane, WA 99212
(800) 541-0754
(509) 535-1576

:LH[[SL

9VJOLZ[LY

,\NLUL

22431 - 83rd Ave. S.
Kent, WA 98032
(800) 669-2425
(253) 872-3500

19444 Ivan St.
Rochester, WA 98579
(800) 304-4421
(360) 273-4284

4610 Cloudburst Way
Eugene, OR 97402
(800) 826-9811
(541) 688-7321

4HU\MHJ[\YLY4VKLS

+LZJYPW[PVU

:LYPHS5V

@LHY

/V\YZ

7YPJL

-69,:;9@,8<074,5;
TIMBCO 445EXL
TIMBCO 445FXL
TIMBER PRO TL735B
TIMBER PRO TL735B
VALMET EX10
KOMATSU PC290LC-10
KOMATSU PC350LL-7E0

BUNCHER, 22/360
BUNCHER, QUADCO 2900
BUNCHER, 22B360VI
BUNCHER, 22” TITAN
370E PROCESSING HEAD
11’6” ARM, 398 PROCESSING HEAD
LOG LOADER

FT4C2721120505
FT4C2942102907
TL735B0117101911
TL735B0263061614
ET4C2842120506
15043
A50010

2006
2007
2011
2014
2006
2013
2012

12,537
9,605
6,443
4,000
8,271
568
4,885

$149,500
$140,000
$295,000
$445,000
$152,000
POR
$295,000

8060
3229
3446
3750
3398
3158
2315
2868

2016
2013
2013
2014
2013
2013
2007
2011

19,798
3,916
4,311
2,907
3,407
2,575
6,805
3,306

POR
POR
POR
POR
POR
POR
POR
POR

6--96(+;9<*2:
KOMATSU HD325-7
KOMATSU HM400-3
KOMATSU HM400-3
KOMATSU HM400-3
KOMATSU HM300-3
KOMATSU HM300-3
KOMATSU HM300-2
KOMATSU HM300-2

RIGID FRAME, 31YD, PAYLOAD SYSTEM
ARTICULATED TRUCK, TAILGATE, HEATED BED
ARTICULATED TRUCK, TAILGATE, HEATED BED
ARTICULATED TRUCK, TAILGATE
ARTICULATED TRUCK, TAILGATE
ARTICULATED TRUCK, TAILGATE
ARTICULATED TRUCK, TAILGATE
ARTICULATED TRUCK, TAILGATE

(..9,.(;,,8<074,5;
NORDBERG 1352
NORDBERG 1560
KPI-JCI 2650
CEDARAPIDS 2742
SYMONS 36”
SYMONS 4.25
METSO HP300
PIONEER FT2650
KPI-JCI GT440
METSO LT106
METSO LT96
KPI-JCI 6203-32
KPI-JCI 6203-32
METSO ST3.5

CONE PLANT
CONE PLANT
JAW PLANT W/50X20 FEEDER
JAW PLANT, VGF
SHORT HEAD CRUSHER
5X16-3 PORTABLE CONE PLANT
CONE PLANT
TRACK MOUNTED JAW
TRACK MOUNTED IMPACTOR
TRACK MOUNTED JAW CRUSHER
TRACK MOUNTED JAW CRUSHER
6X20 TWIN SCREEN PLANT
SCREEN PLANT
TRACK MOUNTED SCREEN

122
1560331
414274
44088
ES317750
41607
127824
413686
414558
77341
78407
PT620347315
S14SPT0091
76645

1971
2012
2014
2015
2013
2015
2015
2014
2012

1
1,110
873
1,933
370
1
1
1,324

$148,000
$375,000
$505,000
POR
$37,000
$105,000
POR
POR
$570,000
$350,000
$479,000
$490,000
$225,000
POR

2008
2013
2013
2008
2012
2010
2014
2014
2012
2012

4,627
987
1,420
2,635
471
1,515
1,541
455
1,120
796

$60,000
POR
POR
$95,000
POR
POR
POR
POR
POR
POR

1991
2015
1994

368

40:*,33(5,6<:
HAMM 3412
HAMM 3412
HAMM 3412
HAMM HD0120V
HAMM HD+110VO
HAMM HD+120VO
HAMM HD+140IVVHF
HAMM HD+70IVO
DYNAPAC CP274
HAMM GRW280-15

84” HAMM SMOOTH SINGLE
84” HAMM SMOOTH SINGLE
84” HAMM SMOOTH SINGLE, EROPS
78” HAMM ASPHALT, OZZIE
66” HAMM ASPHALT, OZZIE
78” HAMM ASPHALT, OZZIE
84” HAMM ASPHALT
59” HAMM ASPHALT, OZZIE
DYNAPAC PNUEMATIC ROLLER
8 WHEEL PNEUMATIC ROLLER, OROPS

H1800704
H1802557
H1802583
H1820070
H1850332
H1840202
H2070055
H1860027
10000502J0B001384
H1950327

RE AVAILABLE FOR SOME MODELS.
BRANCH FOR DETAILS.
7VY[SHUK

7VJH[LSSV

)VPZL

;^PU-HSSZ

4HNHKHU9\ZZPH

@\aOUV:HROHSPUZR9\ZZPH

7L[YVWH]SV]ZR2HTJOH[ZR`9\ZZPH

5241 N.E. 82nd Ave.
Portland, OR 97220
(800) 950-7779
(971) 222-1710

2666 Garrett Way
Pocatello, ID 83201
(800) 829-4450
(208) 233-5345

1257 West Amity
Boise, ID 83705
(800) 221-5211
(208) 336-8570

2735 Tucker Ct., Suite C
Jerome, ID 83338
(208) 324-4522
Fax: (208) 324-8034

79 Rechnaya St., Suite 1
Magadan, Russia 685021
011-7-41326-99281 or
011-7-41326-99298

Dorojinaya St. 11, Office 1
Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk, Khamatubo Area, Russia
011-7-4242-469050. 011-7-4242-469051 or
011-7-4242-469052

Zerkalnaya St. 49
Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky, Russia 683000
Prices are subject to change.

C.P.I.
P.O. Box 1689
C.R., IA 52406-1689
U.S.A.

Presorted

C.P.I.

16no1

Standard
US Postage Paid

*OHUNL:LY]PJL9LX\LZ[LK

Serving you from the following locations:
Support

Products
www.modernmachinery.com

WASHINGTON
:LH[[SL>(
(800) 669-2425
(253) 872-3500
9VJOLZ[LY>(
(800) 304-4421
(360) 273-4284

:WVRHUL>(
(800) 541-0754
(509) 535-1654
:WVRHUL4HJOPULY`
(800) 541-0754
(509) 535-1576

7VY[SHUK69
(800) 950-7779
(971) 222-1710
,\NLUL69
(800) 826-9811
(541) 688-7321

2HSPZWLSS4;
(800) 434-4190
(406) 755-5540

OREGON

4PZZV\SH4;
(800) 332-1617
(406) 523-1100

)VPZL0+
(800) 221-5211
(208) 336-8570

MONTANA
)PSSPUNZ4;
(800) 735-2589
(406) 252-2158

IDAHO
7VJH[LSSV0+
(800) 829-4450
(208) 233-5345

;^PU-HSSZ0+
(208) 324-4522

WYOMING

RUSSIA

4HNHKHU
011-7-41326-99281
011-7-41326-99298

7L[YVWH]SV]ZR2HTJOH[ZR`
+7 (4152) 45-45-59
@\aOUV:HROHSPUZR
011-7-4242-469050, 011-7-4242-469051
or 011-7-4242-469052

LLC

®

